Workshop Description

During the workshop groups from different departments will be aware in terms of the topic IMDS. The objective is to create a broad knowledge platform in the corporation regarding topic IMDS and to inform the participants of the workshop about chances and risks involved in IMDS.

Furthermore, the standard roles and responsibilities in the IMDS process will be presented and the associates will be requested to contribute their share in the acquisition and maintenance of IMDS data.

To be provided by the customer

✓ IMDS Account
✓ Beamer and internet-capable PC

Contents of the workshop

✓ IMDS general conditions
✓ Legal parameters (product liability, penalty for non-compliance…)
✓ System history
✓ Chances and risks in IMDS
✓ Outlook system development IMDS

Objective

- IMDS general conditions
- Legal parameters
- System history
- Chances and Risks
- Roles and responsibilities

Steps/Duration

3 hours per workshop, up to 3 workshops/day possible

Costs Workshop

On request

Contact

tec4U-Solutions GmbH
Christoph Mönch
Tel +49 681/92747-140
Fax +49 681/92747-440
E-Mail c.moench@tec4U-solutions.com
Website http://www.imds.de/index_en.html